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Dear Friends, 

On March 25, when Lauren & I opened a box of "medical waste" I thought
something might be wrong. 

But I never expected it to be the most earth-shattering experience of my life on
Earth to this day: viewing the murdered body of a nearly full-term, beautiful
baby boy, Christopher X. 

It's been a difficult week, with baseless attacks from all sides. For me, though,
only one thing has stuck in my mind: reliving over and over that moment that
we discovered Christopher X. I am determined to uphold his life and his
dignity by pursuing justice. 

This work takes its toll, but I will not rest until we achieve #JusticeForTheFive.
And I hope you won't too, until Cesar Santangelo is brought to justice. If
you can't stand with us outside the DC Medical Examiner office, I ask you to
sign and share our petition demanding an autopsy. 

Millions across America have heard now about his possible federal crimes, let
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alone crimes against humanity: in The New York Times, The Washington
Post, Fox, and more. Dozens of members of Congress have called for an
investigation. 

Our activism, however, needs resources: flights, signs, megaphones,
accommodation, and social media outreach to change the culture: let alone
urgent legal and communications resources. Will you donate to help us
continue our work? 

Will you help me reach my goal of exposing even more criminal abortionists, all
around the nation? Will you help us fight for #TheFive up until the highest pillars
of power in this land? 

We are short of our fundraising goal for April: and I'll be honest, last week's
media whirlwind caught us short on resources and little left in the bank. 

Will you make your most generous tax-deductible contribution today to help us
build our legal and activism fund to pursue #JusticeForTheFive? 

Whether it’s $5,000, $500, $50, or some other amount, all I ask is that you
please consider making your most generous contribution possible today. 

I’ll keep you up to date on justice for Christopher X. Please stand with us. 

In Life, 

Terrisa

P.S. Below are some pictures from our vigil outside the DC Medical Examiner's
Office. If you can, please chip in a generous contribution to help us continue
our presence. 
P.P.S. Can you sign and share our petition? We urgently need you to share
with your network.
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